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Rivoluzione Industriale?



Le 4 Rivoluzioni Industriali



Perché I4.0: Cos’è?

Il termine Industria 4.0 (o Industry 4.0) indica una tendenza della 

trasformazione industriale in ottica digitale al fine di migliore il 

modello di produzione, la gestione aziendale e l’intero modello di 

business



Perché I4.0?



Industry 4.0 (2011)



Industry 4.0 – Un Focus Italiano



Tecnologie I4.0 per l’UE



Tecnologie I4.0 per il MISE



Advanced Manufacturing

Definizione

Sistemi avanzati di produzione, ovvero sistemi interconnessi e modulari che 

permettono flessibilità e performance. In queste tecnologie rientrano i sistemi di 

movimentazione dei materiali automatici e la robotica avanzata, che oggi entra 

sul mercato con i robot collaborativi



Additive Manufacturing

Definizione

L’insieme di tutte le tecnologie, dei processi produttivi e di fabbricazione additiva 

che partono da modelli digitali. L’utilizzo delle stampanti 3D per la prototipazione 

è il principale esempio di tecnologia additiva. Si parte da un modello CAD 3D che 

viene suddiviso in strati da un sistema integrato (o online) nella stampante o nella 

macchina che deposita il materiali secondo la stratificazione definita per 

fabbricare il prodotto



Augmented Rality

Definizione

Per realtà aumentata (o "AR"), si intende l'arricchimento della percezione sensoriale 

umana mediante informazioni, in genere manipolate e convogliate elettronicamente, 

che non sarebbero percepibili con i cinque sensi

Il cruscotto dell'automobile, l'esplorazione della città puntando lo smartphone o la 

chirurgia robotica a distanza sono tutti esempi di realtà aumentata



Simulation

Definizione

La simulazione numerica è uno strumento sperimentale di analisi, utilizzato in vari 

ambiti scientifici e tecnologici, grazie al quale è possibile superare le difficoltà o le 

impossibilità che si affrontano in un laboratorio reale. Questa tecnologia è, quindi, 

assimilabile, ad una sorta di laboratorio virtuale che consente anche un abbattimento 

dei costi di studio rispetto ad esperimenti complessi realizzati in laboratorio reale. In 

fase di progettazione vengono già utilizzate simulazioni 3-D di prodotti, materiali e 

processi produttivi



Horizontal/Vertical Integration

Definizione

La vertical integration riguarda i processi di ottimizzazione della logistica e produzione. 

Se le procedure di produzione nel sistema ERP e nel controllo macchine in 

stabilimento erano finora aree divise tra loro e spesso distribuite tra diversi sistemi IT, 

nell’integrated industry i processi informatici e di comando vengono sempre più spesso 

messi in rete ed eseguiti in modo integrato. In tal modo, tutti i reparti aziendali hanno 

accesso ai dati di produzione e logistici. L’effetto: una horizontal integration nell’intera 

azienda. Risulta, quindi, sempre più opportuno poter rilevare e tracciare un prodotto e 

il suo ciclo di vita con tutti i dati pertinenti (conformità alle specifiche, presenza di difetti 

di cui identificare le cause, tempi di evasione degli ordini)



Industrial Internet

Definizione

Comunicazione tra elementi della produzione, non solo all’interno dell'azienda, ma 

anche all’esterno grazie all'utilizzo di interne – Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)



Cloud

Definizione

In informatica con il termine inglese cloud computing si indica un paradigma di 

erogazione di risorse informatiche, come l'archiviazione, l'elaborazione o la 

trasmissione di dati, caratterizzato dalla disponibilità on demand attraverso Internet a 

partire da un insieme di risorse preesistenti e configurabili



Cyber-security

Definizione

Con il termine sicurezza informatica si intende quel ramo dell'informatica che si occupa 

delle analisi delle minacce, delle vulnerabilità e del rischio associato agli asset 

informatici, al fine di proteggerli da possibili attacchi (interni o esterni) che potrebbero 

provocare danni diretti o indiretti di impatto superiore ad una determinata soglia di 

tollerabilità (es. economico, politico-sociale, reputazionale, ecc...) ad una 

organizzazione aziendale



Big Data

Definizione

Descrive una raccolta di dati eterogenei, strutturati e non strutturati, definita in termini 

di volume, velocità, varietà e veridicità



I4.0 & Agroalimentare



Sfide Principali



Benefici Principali



E l’Impatto Sociale?



I4.0 e Mercato del Lavoro



Nuove Professionalità…



I4.0 nel Mondo – Principali Programmi



I4.0 nel Mondo



Operational Excellence o Business 

Model Innovation?



Siamo Preparati?



Esiste una Strategia?



I4.0 in Italia – Le Imprese



Focus Italiano



Focus Italiano



Focus Italiano



I4.0 – Il Modello Italiano



Piano Nazionale



Piano Nazionale



Iper- e Super-Ammortamento



Credito d’Imposta per la Ricerca



Finanza a Supporto



Esempi



Iniziative Pubbliche - Competenze



Iniziative Pubbliche - Infrastrutture



Digital transformation 



Let me say…



Digital transformation: beyond the 
business context



Digital transformation: what is?

Digital transformation is the profound transformation of business and 

organizational activities, processes, competencies and models to fully 

leverage the changes and opportunities of a mix of digital technologies and 

their accelerating impact across society in a strategic and prioritized way, 

with present and future shifts in mind



Causes of transformation



Where does it happen?



Myth vs. reality



Core competencies



Core competencies



Technologies



Digitalization



Digitalization



By 2030



For the future…



For the future…



Cloud computing: what is it?

A model for enabling ubiquitous access to 

shared pools of configurable resources, which 

can be rapidly provisioned with minimal 

management effort, over the Internet

Cloud computing allows users and enterprises 

with various computing capabilities to store and 

process data either in a privately-owned cloud, 

or on a third-party server located in a data 

center - thus making data-accessing 

mechanisms more efficient and reliable



Cloud computing: the market value



Cloud computing: players



Cloud computing: value chain



Cloud computing: type



Cloud computing: why?



Cloud computing: where?



Cloud computing: why?



Growth of SaaS



Cloud computing: applications



Cloud computing: applications



Cloud computing: applications



Cloud computing: applications



Cloud computing: what?



Cloud computing: enablers



Cloud computing: barriers



Connectivity: what is it?



Connectivity: what is it?



Connectivity: why now?



Connectivity: the landscape



Connectivity: the landscape



Connectivity: the benefits



Connectivity: the value



Connectivity: the strategy



Leveraging connectivity



Connectivity: industry impact



Connectivity: challanges



Connectivity: competencies gap



Connectivity: actual examples



Connectivity: actual examples



Connectivity: actual examples



Connectivity: actual examples



Connectivity: energy efficiency



Connecting home



Connecting life



Big data: what they are?



Big data: what they are?



Big data: volume



Big data: variety



Big data: velocity



Big data: velocity



Big data: what is changing?



Big data: what is driving big data?



Big data: where they come from?



Big data across sectors



Big data drivers



Governance



Management



Architecture



Usage



Quality



Security



Privacy



Main benefits



Big data analyses



Main challanges



Where is most of the value?



Big data and customization



For example…

Google closes $3.2 billion purchase of Nest!



A focus on blockchain



A focus on blockchain



A focus on blockchain



A focus on blockchain



A focus on blockchain



A focus on blockchain



Artificial intelligence: what is it?

AI (pronounced AYE-EYE) or artificial intelligence is the simulation of 

human intelligence processes by machines, especially computer systems

These processes include learning (the acquisition of information and rules 

for using the information), reasoning (using the rules to reach approximate 

or definite conclusions), and self-correction

Particular applications of AI include expert systems, speech recognition 

and machine vision



Types of artificial intelligence

Weak AI - also known as narrow AI, is an AI system that is designed and 

trained for a particular task. Virtual personal assistants, such as Apple's 

Siri, are a form of weak AI

Strong AI - also known as artificial general intelligence, is an AI system 

with generalized human cognitive abilities so that when presented with an 

unfamiliar task, it has enough intelligence to find a solution



Strong AI types

• Reactive machines - An example is Deep Blue, the IBM chess program 

that beat Garry Kasparov in the 1990s. Deep Blue can identify pieces 

on the chess board and make predictions, but it has no memory and 

cannot use past experiences to inform future ones

• Limited memory - These AI systems can use past experiences to 

inform future decisions. Some of the decision-making functions in 

autonomous vehicles have been designed this way

• Self-awareness - In this category, AI systems have a sense of self, 

have consciousness. Machines with self-awareness understand their 

current state and can use the information to infer what others are 

feeling



Strong AI types

Automation - is the process of making a system or process function 

automatically. Robotic process automation, for example, can be 

programmed to perform high-volume, repeatable tasks normally performed 

by humans. RPA is different from IT automation in that it can adapt to 

changing circumstances



Strong AI types

Machine learning is the science of getting a computer to act without 

programming. Deep learning is a subset of machine learning that, in very 

simple terms, can be thought of as the automation of predictive analytics 



Strong AI types

Machine vision is the science of making computers see and captures and 

analyzes visual information using a camera, analog-to-digital conversion 

and digital signal processing

It is often compared to human eyesight, but machine vision isn't bound by 

biology and can be programmed to see through walls, for example. It is 

used in a range of applications from signature identification to medical 

image analysis



Strong AI types

Robotics is a field of engineering focused on the design and manufacturing 

of robots

Robots are often used to perform tasks that are difficult for humans to 

perform or perform consistently. They are used in assembly lines for car 

production or by NASA to move large objects in space. More recently, 

researchers are using machine learning to build robots that can interact in 

social settings



AI across countries



AI across countries – the impact on 
labor



AI – the value



AI applications - healthcare

The biggest bets are on improving patient outcomes and reducing costs 

Companies are applying machine learning to make better and faster 

diagnoses than humans. One of the best known healthcare technologies is 

IBM Watson. It understands natural language and is capable of responding 

to questions asked of it. The system mines patient data and other available 

data sources to form a hypothesis, which it then presents with a 

confidence scoring schema

Other AI applications include chatbots, a computer program used online to 

answer questions and assist customers, to help schedule follow-up 

appointments or aiding patients through the billing process, and virtual 

health assistants that provide basic medical feedback



AI applications - business

Robotic process automation is being applied to highly repetitive tasks 

normally performed by humans

Machine learning algorithms are being integrated into analytics and CRM 

platforms to uncover information on how to better serve customers. 

Chatbots have been incorporated into websites to provide immediate 

service to customers

Automation of job positions has also become a talking point among 

academics and IT consultancies such as Gartner and Forrester



AI applications - education

AI can automate grading, giving educators more time

AI can assess students and adapt to their needs, helping them work at 

their own pace. AI tutors can provide additional support to students, 

ensuring they stay on track

AI could change where and how students learn, perhaps even replacing 

some teachers



AI applications - finance

AI applied to personal finance applications, such as Mint or Turbo Tax, is 

upending financial institutions

Applications such as these could collect personal data and provide financial 

advice

Other programs, IBM Watson being one, have been applied to the process of 

buying a home. Today, software performs much of the trading on Wall Street



AI applications - law

The discovery process, sifting through of documents, in law is often 

overwhelming for humans

Automating this process is a better use of time and a more efficient process

Startups are also building question-and-answer computer assistants that can 

sift programmed-to-answer questions by examining the taxonomy and 

ontology associated with a database



AI applications - manufacturing

This is an area that has been at the forefront of incorporating robots into the 

workflow

Industrial robots used to perform single tasks and were separated from 

human workers, but as the technology advanced that changed



Digitalization and labor market



What’s new?



Old jobs…



New jobs…



Hence…

Digitalization may offer the opportunity to:

• develop new commercial offers

• change the meaning of existing commercial offers

• change how firms organize business activities 



 Business Model: An Introduction

 Business Model: Main Elements

Agenda 



Business Model

An Introduction



What is a BM?



Discovering Opportunities

History tells us that there are four common sources of opportunities –

opportunities that are more than mere ideas – that any would-be 

entrepreneur can use 

• Opportunities created by macro trends in  society 

• Opportunities found by living and experiencing the customer 

problem

• Opportunities created through scientific research 

• Opportunities proven elsewhere that you can  pursue here 



Types of opportunities



Categories of opportunities



When is writing a BM warrented?

Can you clearly evaluate:

• Target segment(s)

• Market attractiveness

• Industry attractiveness

• Sustainable CA

• Team domain



Target segment

Can you identify any customers?

• what customer pain will your business idea resolve

• evidence that your idea is superior (better, faster, cheaper) 

enough to get customers to change what they are doing now

• evidence that customers will buy

• list of initial customers

Defining a targeted market segment

• who, in terms of demographics or psycho-graphics

• where, in terms of geography

• benefit expected

Will this segment lead to others?



Market attractiveness

What sort of business do you want?

• niche or promising

How large is the market?

• number of customers

• how much do they spend

• how fast has the market grown, and will it continue to grow

• large markets offer the chance for multiple players and for 

segmentation

What economic, demographic, socio-cultural, technological, 

regulatory, or fashion trends will affect your market positively or 

negatively?

In short, the key variables are market size and market growth



Industry attractiveness

What industry are you competing in? 

• How attractive is this industry?

• Can you do a SWOT analysis?

These five competitive forces determine industry attractiveness (i.e. 

margins):

1. Threat of new entrants: How difficult is it for others to enter this industry?

2. Threat of substitute products or services: What are the substitute products 

and services to yours? How difficult is it for them to steal your customers?

3. Bargaining power of suppliers: Do suppliers have the power to set terms 

and conditions?

4. Bargaining power of buyers: Do customers have the power to set terms 

and conditions?

5. Rivalry among competitors: How intense is the competitive rivalry in the 

industry?



Industry life-cycle



Industry competition



PEST analysis



Competitors

Rank a business against its competitors based on key success 

factors (KSF)



Sustainable CA

A sustainable competitive advantage is a difference that can be preserved - a 

proprietary asset, a core competence, which

• delivers greater value to customers

• and/or comparable value at lower cost

• or enters a niche market where there is no competition

Do you possess proprietary advantages that other firms cannot duplicate?

Can your business develop and deploy superior organizational resources, assets, 

processes, or values that other companies will have difficulty in matching?

• What is the evidence?

Is your business model viable?

• Can it be expanded to new markets?  Is it scalable?

• How much time do you have till you run out of cash?



SWOT analysis



Team domain

Are you clear about your mission, aspirations, and risk propensity?

• How much do you care about this business?

• How focused are you?

Can you identify the few critical success factors, the ones that really 

make a difference?

• Can you and your team really do this?

• Where is the evidence?

• Do you have the experience and drive?

• Can you sell this product/service?

Who do you know up, down and across the value chain?

• How well do you know this business, the customers, the key suppliers, 

other key players from whom you will need support?



Business Model

Elements



Building Blocks



Value Proposition



Value Proposition



Value Proposition



Value Proposition



Value Proposition



Value Proposition



Value proposition

1. What is the important customer and market need?

2. What is the unique approach for addressing this need? 

3. What are the specific benefits per costs that result from this approach? 

4. How are these benefits per costs superior to the competition’s and the 

alternatives? 

A value proposition in business and marketing is a statement summarizing

• the customer segment, competitor targets, and the core competencies

• differentiation of one’s product from the offerings of competitors

Value proposition should answer the questions: “Why should I buy this product 

or service?” as well as “Why should I do anything at all?”  It is a clear and 

specific statement about the tangible benefits of an offering



Value proposition



Customer segments



Customer segments



Customer segments



Channels



Channels



Customer relationships



Customer relationships



Revenue streams



Revenue streams



Revenue streams



Revenue streams



Key resources



Key activities



Key partnerships



Key partnerships



Cost structure



Business model – Canvas



Business models - patterns



Unbundling



Example



Long tail



Example



Multi-sided



Example



Free



Example



Open



Example



Hence…

Write a BM for:

• the development of an App for creating sports match

(soccer, basketball, volleyball, etc.)

• the development of an App for managing wedding
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